
WHERE TO WRITE ADDRESS ON ENVELOPE USPS

Print or type your address in the upper left corner on the front of the envelope. Use stamps, a postage meter, or a PC
Postage system to affix the correct.

Simple type fonts. Sometimes parts of the address slip out of view behind the window and mail processing
machines can't read the address. What with so much mail zipping around the country, odds are some of it will
never reach its final destination fingers crossed that'll include Aunt Gale's ugly Christmas sweater. To avoid
problems, include USPS-approved abbreviations for compass points called directionals. However, you must
take any mailpiece with a customs form that was not completed and submitted online or any mail item that
requires a customs form and bears postage to a Post Office retail counter to mail it. Print the delivery and
return addresses on the same side of your envelope or card. Remember, employees at your local post office are
happy to assist you with your shipping needs. USPS Tracking is provided free for domestic priority mail items
with a tracking number. Engineers for these companies have been updating this technology constantly over the
past few decades, fulfilling government contracts worth hundreds of millions of dollars in some cases. Return
Address Print or type your address in the upper left corner on the front of the envelope. There may be more
than one Main Street. Please see Military Guidelines. Also make sure your labels are on straight. However, to
ensure the proper handling of any return mail, it is recommended a return address be placed on your mail
piece. The correct apartment or suite number helps to ensure delivery to the right location. The U. For
example, if your package weighs 3 lbs 5 oz. Return Address A return address is required on most mail. You
may not realize that incomplete, illegible or incorrect package addresses can prevent your mail from reaching
its destination in a timely manner. That's because the service uses computers to route the mail, and about two
percent of the time about 40 million pieces of Christmastime mail , the address on a package is illegible. Use a
post office box or street address, but not both. In the upper left corner, left justify and legibly print pen or
permanent marker or type sans serif type the return address on the same side of a postcard, envelope or
package that will bear the postage. Personalized Stamped Stationery All Personalized Stamped Stationery
products are charged a flat Priority Mail rate depending on how many boxes are ordered as specified in the
PSE Shipping Charges table, and should be shipped within business days. Large envelopes that do not meet
the above standards must pay parcel prices. Use correct package label. In addition, you can arrange for free
package pickup online for most packages. Postal Service has a massive 78,square-foot branch, tucked away in
the Utah capital, that deciphers illegible addresses. USPS rounds up to either the lb or oz. You can also set
delivery instructions for incoming packages with tracking numbers using your free My USPS account. But by
, computer technology produced by the likes of Siemens and Lockheed Martin had surpassed human
capabilities for speed, and, today, all but the Utah facility has shuttered. Please enter a valid U. These fixed
handling fees apply to only the portion of the order total that is stamp and philatelic products. If you are using
address labels, make sure you don't cut off any important information. Heath has been working at the center
since , when the postal service opened its first illegible mail processing facility in Utah.


